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CULCULCULCULCULTURAL IDENTITIES OFTURAL IDENTITIES OFTURAL IDENTITIES OFTURAL IDENTITIES OFTURAL IDENTITIES OF

COUNSELLORS AND CLIENTSCOUNSELLORS AND CLIENTSCOUNSELLORS AND CLIENTSCOUNSELLORS AND CLIENTSCOUNSELLORS AND CLIENTS

Objectives of tObjectives of tObjectives of tObjectives of tObjectives of this modulehis modulehis modulehis modulehis module

The activities included in this module are designed to:

1. Make participants more conscious of their ethnicity and how it affects them as counsellors.

2. Increase participants’ awareness that they have a broader cultural identity with many component
parts in addition to their ethnicity, such as their socio-economic class, gender and religion.

3. Increase participants’ understanding of how differences in any element of the counsellor’s and the
client’s cultural identity can have an impact on the counselling relationship.

4. Expand participants’ understanding of culture, and cross-cultural counselling.

5. Help participants identify the knowledge, awareness and skills that counsellors need to counsel
cross cultural differences.
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UNDERSTUNDERSTUNDERSTUNDERSTUNDERSTANDING YOURANDING YOURANDING YOURANDING YOURANDING YOUR

ETETETETETHNIC IDENTITYHNIC IDENTITYHNIC IDENTITYHNIC IDENTITYHNIC IDENTITY

Purpose of the activity

Our ethnicity is a key component of our cultural identity.  An important aspect of working with a culturally
diverse clientele is understanding our ethnicity and how it differs from others. This group activity gives participants
the opportunity to examine their own values, attitudes and assumptions related to their ethnicity and begins to
create an awareness of diversity in the group.  For some participants it may be the first time they have attempted
to formally define their own ethnic group.

Time required: 1 1\2 hours.

Supplies needed: Handout 2.1:  UNDERSTANDING YOUR ETHNIC
IDENTITY - QUESTION SHEET.

Suggested process:

1. Participants break into groups of 6 to 8 people.  (This is an important “getting to know you” activity, so it
is advisable to have fairly large groups in order for each person to hear as many other people speak as
possible.  However, if there are too many people in the group the activity becomes too lengthy.)

2. Groups discuss the questions on Handout 1.3.  If time constraints do not allow for each person to answer
all of the questions, the group could be instructed to omit one or more questions, or individuals could be
asked to observe a time limit.

3. The large group reconvenes and participants share any interesting features of the small group discussions.

Related readings and resources

1. “Body ritual among the Nacirema” by Horace Miner, in The American Anthropologist 58 (1956),  503-507
• This is a humorous article which is a useful tool for helping those belonging to the white Anglo culture

in North American understand their own cultural rituals related to their ethnicity.  Those from other
cultures will also enjoy the perspective.

2. “Ethnicity and family therapy: An overview”. Chapter 1 in Ethnicity and Family Therapy, edited
by Monica McGoldrick, John K. Pearce and Joseph Giorano.  New York, NY: The Guildford Press, 1982.
• The introductory chapter to this text is a good introduction to ethnic differences in attitudes towards

health and illness and in help-seeking behaviours.

AAAAACTIVITY 2.1CTIVITY 2.1CTIVITY 2.1CTIVITY 2.1CTIVITY 2.1
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Introduce yourself to your group by answering the following questions.

1. Describe yourself ethnically.

2. Describe who in your family experience influenced your sense of ethnic identity.

3. Discuss which ethnic group other than your own you think you understand best.

4. Discuss which characteristics of your ethnic group you like most and which you like least.

5. Discuss the ways in which your ethnicity influences the way you interact with clients.

ACTIVITY 2.1, HANDOUT 2.1 – QUESTION SHEETACTIVITY 2.1, HANDOUT 2.1 – QUESTION SHEETACTIVITY 2.1, HANDOUT 2.1 – QUESTION SHEETACTIVITY 2.1, HANDOUT 2.1 – QUESTION SHEETACTIVITY 2.1, HANDOUT 2.1 – QUESTION SHEET

UNDERSTUNDERSTUNDERSTUNDERSTUNDERSTANDING YOURANDING YOURANDING YOURANDING YOURANDING YOUR

ETETETETETHNIC IDENTITYHNIC IDENTITYHNIC IDENTITYHNIC IDENTITYHNIC IDENTITY

*  This activity was adapted by Robert C. Dungey  from an activity in Ethnicity and Family Therapy, edited by
Monica McGoldrick, John K. Pearce and Joseph Giorano.  New York, NY: The Guildford Press, 1982, p.27.
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Purpose of the activity

This is the core activity in Module 2.  It expands participants’ understanding of culture, and cross-cultural
counselling.  It raises their awareness that:

1. in addition to ethnic differences, differences in class, gender, race and other components of culture
have a significant impact on the client/counsellor relationship;

2. both counsellor and client bring their values, beliefs and assumptions to the counselling relationship;
and

3. the reasons for problems in counsellor/client communication become clearer and participants begin to
realize the importance of developing a culturally flexible counselling style.

Time required: 1 1\2 hours.

Supplies needed: Handout 2.2: CULTURE SETS, flipchart and markers;
overhead projector and transparency of Handout 2.2
(optional).

Suggested process:

1. The trainer presents the Culture Sets diagram in Handout 2.2, explaining that the inner ring represents
aspects of the counsellor’s reality, and the outer ring represents that of a hypothetical client.  The group is
told that they will be filling in information about themselves in the circles in the inner ring.  The trainer
goes over each category in the inner ring.  (Trainers should expect some confusion about terms such as
“race” and “class” given the lack of consensus that exists about these terms.  It is suggested that after some
discussion of this in the group, the trainer propose that participants use their own definitions when filling
in their information.)  The trainer points out that the components in each ring are interactive and not really
separate entities - for example, there is a potential overlap between class and education.  Participants then
complete the “counsellor identity” inner ring with their own information.

2. Next, participants fill in the outer ring of boxes (the “client identity”) with information on a hypothetical
client who is very different from themselves.  For each circle they have completed in the inner ring, they
imagine a client who is dissimilar, or opposite from them in that area and fill in the corresponding box in
the outer ring accordingly.  Each culture set is distinct and the trainer needs to clarify that all the sets need
not refer to the same client.

AAAAACTIVITY 2.2CTIVITY 2.2CTIVITY 2.2CTIVITY 2.2CTIVITY 2.2

CULCULCULCULCULTURE SETSTURE SETSTURE SETSTURE SETSTURE SETS
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3. The trainer then reiterates that each arrow between a circle and a box represents a possible area of difference
between a counsellor and client, or a culture “set”.  If all the circles and boxes contained extreme contrasts,
this would mean a very challenging client/counsellor interaction, since there is so little common ground.
The more similarity between the inner and outer rings, the easier it would be to establish a relationship.
Participants reflect upon  which culture set  (a circle/box pair) would represent the biggest barrier for them
as counsellors or clients, if there were marked differences.

4. Participants break into smaller groups (three to five people) and choose (or assigned by the trainer) one of
the culture sets to discuss in more depth.  They discuss:

• Differences in which set would present the biggest challenge to them as counsellors? Why?
• What impact would differences in this culture set (gender, for example) have on the counselling

relationship?
• What problems or challenges would there be for both sides?
• What work would need to take place for the counsellor and client to overcome the barrier and work

together effectively?

Optional: Record responses on flipchart paper for reporting back and discussions in the larger group.

This is a brainstorming-type of activity; the group should not try to reach consensus on each idea.

5. If there is time, the trainer may also wish the groups to explore:

• If you were a client seeking counselling, which culture set would be the most problematic for you?
Why? For example, a female counsellor who does not see gender differences as a challenge when she is
the counsellor might find that as a client, she would find it difficult to seek help from a male
counsellor.

• What impact would differences in this culture set have on the counselling relationship? Would the
client be able to see a counselor from that culture set for some issues and not for others? For example, if
gender was the culture set that posed a barrier, the client might be able to see a counsellor of the
opposite gender for a number of issues but if the client wanted to focus on gender discrimination or
sexism, then he or she might prefer to see a counsellor of the same gender.

6. The small groups report the results of their discussions to the larger group.  When all groups have reported,
participants identify common themes and trends in what has been discussed. It is important that participants
become aware of their own limitations as counsellors and are open to making referrals to more appropriate
sources of help for the client. For example, a client seeking assistance for assessment of foreign credentials
may also have problems related to sexuality. The counsellor can help with the assessment but may need to
refer him/her to someone else for counselling on sexuality.

7. The trainer debriefs this activity by asking participants which of these sets of interactions (circle/box pairs)
between client and counsellor they would consider to be cross-cultural.  They discuss the question: “Is all
counselling cross-cultural?”
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ACTIVITY 2.2, HANDOUT 2.2 – QUESTION SHEETACTIVITY 2.2, HANDOUT 2.2 – QUESTION SHEETACTIVITY 2.2, HANDOUT 2.2 – QUESTION SHEETACTIVITY 2.2, HANDOUT 2.2 – QUESTION SHEETACTIVITY 2.2, HANDOUT 2.2 – QUESTION SHEET
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Related readings and resources

A Handbook for Developing Multicultural Awareness, by Paul Pederson, American Association for Counselling
and Development, 1988.

• The Preface to Pederson’s work begins: “This book is based on the assumption that all counselling is to
some extent multicultural.”  In Chapter 4, he explores how each person has a multicultural identity.  This
is a stimulating and useful reference for trainers that has many interesting insights on culture and counselling,
and practical ideas for cross-cultural counselling training.

CSISW results from Activity 2.2

In response to the questions in #5 of Activity 2.2, the group identified the following as some of the challenges
and problems that can exist between counsellors and clients with differences in various culture sets.

• problems establishing rapport - discomfort, mistrust, embarrassment (for example, between a client and
counsellor with different levels of education)

• different expectations about the process and goals of counselling (for example, between a client and counsellor
of different socio-economic classes)

• lack of counsellor credibility - the client’s sense that the counsellor wouldn’t understand the client’s problem;
the need for counsellor to prove her ability through the quality of her work (for example, if a young
counsellor is working with an older client)

• different ideas about where the solutions to a client’s problems should be sought (for example, if either the
client or counsellor is very religious, and the other is not)

• different sense of morality (for example, client and counsellor of different religions)

• the issue of control; the client’s sense that the counsellor is trying to direct the relationship (for example,
between a female client and a male counsellor)
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Purpose of the activity

This is a reading and discussion activity, which complements the two previous activities in this module.
Participants are introduced to concepts that are important components of their identities and that of their
clients - high and low context cultures. Becoming aware of these concepts will expand their understanding of
differences that affect the client/counsellor relationship.

Time required: 1 1\2 hours.

Supplies needed: Handout 2.3: Reading: High and Low Context Cultures

Suggested process:

1. Participants prepare for this session by reading the two selections beforehand.

2. In the large group, the trainer leads a general discussion on the concepts introduced in the readings, checking
participants’ comprehension of the models.

3. Participants discuss the following questions in groups of 3 to 5:

a) Where would you place yourself in this model?

b) Where would you place most of your clients?

c) What difficulties or challenges would you predict in the case of a high context client and low context
counsellor, or vice versa

Note: The trainer needs to emphasize that such concepts help us understand the differences in our cultural
beliefs, attitudes, values and behaviours. However, they are dynamic concepts and persons coming form
one culture but exposed to another for a period of time may take on some of the elements of the newer
culture. Similarly, the socialization process that a person goes through may also have a lot to do with
cultural identity. There is need to caution counsellors about the dangers of stereotyping clients from
certain cultures.

AAAAACTIVITY 2.3CTIVITY 2.3CTIVITY 2.3CTIVITY 2.3CTIVITY 2.3

CONCEPTS RELACONCEPTS RELACONCEPTS RELACONCEPTS RELACONCEPTS RELATED TOTED TOTED TOTED TOTED TO

CULCULCULCULCULTURAL IDENTITYTURAL IDENTITYTURAL IDENTITYTURAL IDENTITYTURAL IDENTITY
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“Context and meaning” and “Contexts, high and low”
Chapters 6 and 7 in Beyond Culture, by Edward T. Hall, New York: Anchor Books/Doubleday, 1976.

Summary of the reading*:

Hall explores the intimate relationship between communication and context - which is the unspoken part of a
message.  Since language is only a limited tool for describing the complexities of events, he points out that we
have to pay attention to other aspects of the message - in particular the subject or activity being discussed, the
situation, one’s status in the social system, past experience and culture.  Communication between people can be
placed along a continuum, with high context messages at one end and low context messages at the other end of
the continuum.  In a high context message, very little of the communication is in the explicit, coded (for
example, spoken) part of the message; most of the information is in the setting of the message or internalized in
the consciousness of the people communicating.  An example of this would be the economical style of
communication between twins.  A low context message is the opposite; most of the information is contained in
the explicit, coded part of the message - much less is assumed from the context.  Two lawyers communicating in
a courtroom would be an example of a more low context communication, with all information being spelled
out in detail.

Hall describes how cultures tend to fall somewhere along this continuum of context.  He uses the legal system
in various cultures as an example.  American courts are the epitome of the low-context system.  Only facts,
stripped of any background information that would supply context are allowed.  He characterizes the legal
system in France as more high context.  There, the court wants to find out as much as possible about the
circumstances behind the facts - about what kind of people are involved in the case.  Facts, hearsay and gossip
are therefore all admissible.

In high context cultures, there is a greater emphasis on the interrelationships between people in groups, and
more is expected of others.  When a high context person is discussing something that is on her mind, she
expects her listener to understand what she means without being specific.  To a low context listener, this means
that the speaker is not getting to the point; to the speaker, however, it would be insulting to the listener to spell
things out in unnecessary detail.

Hall sees high context cultures as having stability, continuity and strong bonds between people; their disadvantage
is being rigid and slow to change.  Low context cultures evolve more quickly and are easier to reform, but the
bonds between people are more fragile, and the societies are more unstable and fragmented.

ACTIVITY 2.3, HANDOUT 2.3 – READINGACTIVITY 2.3, HANDOUT 2.3 – READINGACTIVITY 2.3, HANDOUT 2.3 – READINGACTIVITY 2.3, HANDOUT 2.3 – READINGACTIVITY 2.3, HANDOUT 2.3 – READING

HIGH AND LOW CONTEXT CULHIGH AND LOW CONTEXT CULHIGH AND LOW CONTEXT CULHIGH AND LOW CONTEXT CULHIGH AND LOW CONTEXT CULTURESTURESTURESTURESTURES

*  Summarized by Janis Galway.
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Related readings and resources

“How cultures collide”, by Edward T. Hall, Psychology Today, July 1976.

• This is an interview with Hall, in which he further explains the concepts of high and low context cultures,
with examples from different cultures.

Responses from CSISW participants to Activity 2.3

The following papers written by participants focus on the ways in which context affects themselves and their
clients.

PAPER 1

The concept of high and low context cultures as presented by Hall was an extremely interesting one for
me.  The differences between high and low [context] in terms of my Italian upbringing within western
values were always evident to me but I couldn’t articulate them as I now can after the reading.  Without
a doubt I’ve always presented a high context nature as outlined - I greatly depend on my network of
friends and relatives, trust (verbal) is very important, my sense of commitment is great...

In working with a client group of my cultural background, we tend to hold an orientation towards the
high context concept, which proves to create an empathetic working relationship. The conflict we both
encounter is when working within Western style systems, for example a client feels I have the power to
find employment and/or housing for them simply because I work or know of persons with the housing
authority or manpower [sic].  This is the “who you know” which is so prevalent in Italy and within the
Italian community.  It definitely creates conflict for a high context worker dealing with low context
systems and structures.

It’s important for me to mention that although clients and myself are in the realm of high context there
are slight differences which are now apparent to me.  Unlike the client, I have been forced to adapt to
the framework of the social service systems, to adhere to certain aspects that are reflective of a low
context society.  However, being aware of this shift encourages me (as a worker) to be that much more
sensitive towards my clients’ reality.

by CSISW participant

PAPER 2

In the paper “How cultures collide”, Edward T. Hall explains two types of societies - low...and high.  In
the low context society, messages are said explicitly.  Most of the information is carried through the
words.  In the high context society less information is contained in the verbal part of the message, since
more is contained in the context.

I place myself in both models, because I happened to live in both societies equal time.  I was born and
brought up in India, where I learnt high context communication style.  Where we do not put all in the
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message, a lot is understood without saying it.  For example, in a low context society such as Western
society, if one person does a favour to another person, the other person expects to be thanked in return.
But in India, people do not say thank you because it is implicitly understood.  Similarly, in Western
society the wife usually tells her husband she loves him, or vice versa, but in India it is not thought to be
appropriate.  It is thought to be rather offensive, because if you really love your husband/wife then
reassurance is not necessary.  They will not start loving each other more by saying it...

by CSISW participant
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Purpose of the activity

This is a follow-up to Activity 2.2, CULTURAL IDENTITIES.  Having identified in the preceding activity
differences in the cultural identities of counsellors and clients that present challenges to the counselling
relationship, participants now think about the resources they need as counsellors to meet these challenges.

Time required: 1 hour.

Supplies needed: Handout 2.4: RESOURCES FOR COUNSELLING
EFFECTIVELY ACROSS CULTURES;
flipchart paper and marker.

Suggested process:

1. The trainer reviews the problems or challenges faced by counsellors and clients who have different
cultural identities, from the previous activity.

2. Keeping these in mind, participants individually fill out Handout 2.4, with the knowledge, attitudes
and skills that they feel counsellors need to counsel effectively across these cultural differences.

3. Participants share what they have written in smaller groups of three.

4. The large group reconvenes and the trainer records some of their responses on flipchart for group
discussion.

Follow-up activity

5. After finishing this activity, participants can be asked to monitor their interactions with other people
for a period of time and report the answers to the following questions to the group.

a) Did you find yourself in a cultural identity contrast with a client or other person in this period?
Which component of your cultural identity was involved?

b) What difficulties/challenges did the differences between you and this person pose for your
relationship/interaction?

c) What personal resources did you use to bridge the gap between yourself and this person?

AAAAACTIVITY 2.4CTIVITY 2.4CTIVITY 2.4CTIVITY 2.4CTIVITY 2.4

COUNSELLOR RESOURCESCOUNSELLOR RESOURCESCOUNSELLOR RESOURCESCOUNSELLOR RESOURCESCOUNSELLOR RESOURCES
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Related readings and resources

1. Handout 2.4.1 - THE MULTICULTURAL IDEAL, adapted from the Four Seasons Hotel Management
Report, February 1986.
• This list of skills a person needs to function well in a multicultural environment is a useful summary for

cross-cultural counsellors.

2. “The three stages of multicultural development” in A Handbook for Developing Multicultural Awareness,
by Paul Pederson, Virginia: American Association for Counselling and Development, 1988.
• In this introductory chapter to his text, Pederson clarifies the awareness, knowledge and skill levels of

multicultural development.

3. “The culturally skilled counsellor” – Chapter 4 in Counselling the Culturally Different: Theory and Practice,
by Derald W. Sue, New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1981.
• In this chapter, Sue suggests the major characteristics of counsellors who are effective across cultures.

These are paraphrased below.

Culturally skilled counsellors are:

1. Sensitive to their own cultural baggage.

2. Aware of their own values and biases and how they may affect clients.

3. Aware of the way the socio-political system operates with respect to minorities and of the
impact of oppression.

4. Comfortable with differences between counsellor and client.

5. Aware of their own limitations as counsellors and comfortable with making referrals to more
appropriate sources of help for the client.

6. Knowledgeable about the group they are working with.

7. Understanding of the values and assumptions inherent in the major schools of counselling and
therapy and how they may differ from those held by clients.

8. Able to generate a wide variety of verbal and non-verbal responses.

9. Able to send verbal and non-verbal messages accurately and appropriately, taking into
consideration cultural clues in the setting.
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KNOWLEDGE

(Information or facts needed by the counsellor – e.g. knowledge of medical practices in the client’s culture)

ATTITUDES

(Feelings or viewpoints needed by the counsellor - e.g. open-mindedness)

SKILLS

(Abilities or performance competencies needed by the counsellor - e.g. the ability to interpret the client’s
non-verbal messages)

ACTIVITY 2.ACTIVITY 2.ACTIVITY 2.ACTIVITY 2.ACTIVITY 2.44444, HANDOUT 2., HANDOUT 2., HANDOUT 2., HANDOUT 2., HANDOUT 2.44444

RESOURCES FOR COUNSELLINGRESOURCES FOR COUNSELLINGRESOURCES FOR COUNSELLINGRESOURCES FOR COUNSELLINGRESOURCES FOR COUNSELLING

EFFECTIVELEFFECTIVELEFFECTIVELEFFECTIVELEFFECTIVELY AY AY AY AY ACROSS CULCROSS CULCROSS CULCROSS CULCROSS CULTURESTURESTURESTURESTURES
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(Adapted from the Four Seasons Hotel Management Report, February 1986)

1. SELF-AWARENESS
• Ability to recognize own values, assumptions, needs and limitations

2. CULTURE-READING
• Ability to find the logic in each culture

3. MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVE
• Ability to suspend judgement, see through others’ eyes

4. INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS
• Ability to send and interpret verbal and non-verbal messages accurately in different cultures

5. GEAR-SHIFTING
• Ability to readjust expectations, modify plans, try new approaches, rebound from setbacks

6. SELF-MONITORING
• Ability to monitor own adjustment to new culture

7. RELATIONSHIP-BUILDING SKILLS
• Ability to relate to and inspire confidence in all kinds of people

8. INTERCULTURAL FACILITATION SKILLS
• Ability to manage cultural differences and use them to your benefit

ACTIVITY 2.4, HANDOUT 2.4.1ACTIVITY 2.4, HANDOUT 2.4.1ACTIVITY 2.4, HANDOUT 2.4.1ACTIVITY 2.4, HANDOUT 2.4.1ACTIVITY 2.4, HANDOUT 2.4.1

TTTTTHE MULHE MULHE MULHE MULHE MULTICULTICULTICULTICULTICULTURAL IDEALTURAL IDEALTURAL IDEALTURAL IDEALTURAL IDEAL
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CSISW Results from Activity 2.4

Participants in the course identified the following as being important resources for counsellors when counselling
clients who are culturally different from them:

KNOWLEDGE

• about other cultures
• about life situations
• about world geography

ATTITUDES

• open-mindedness
• curiosity
• adventurousness
• intuitiveness
• empathy
• flexibility
• creativity
• perseverance
• patience
• humility
• confidence

SKILLS

• listening skills
• ability to establish rapport
• showing respect
• using body language to make clients feel comfortable
• using appropriate verbal language
• negotiating skills
• self-disclosure
• ability to control one’s own reactions
• recovering from errors in counselling


